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Both loans I've gotten were handled quickly and easily. No beating around the bush or having to jump through
hoops, even with my bad credit. Decent bi-weekly payments made it relatively easy for me to build my score
back up. (RISE Credit, Caleb B., May 5, 2022)

My family had to unexpectedly move and the real estate market is not in buyers/tenants favor! Elastic helped us
supplement our savings to make moving into our new home possible without draining our savings. Perfect
timing! (Elastic, Laura L., May 6, 2022)

Prompt and fair judging criteria, especially for first time borrowers!! I truly appreciate them for coming through in
a pinch. (Avio Credit, Tracey R., May 10, 2022)

I got my money the next business day as advertised. I didn't come here because I was expecting a low interest,
long-term loan. I needed the money this week ASAP and they provided that, so they've met their end of the
bargain. (Credit Ninja, Steven L., May 10, 2022)

Really helped my family in a time of need. (MoneyKey, Charlotte, May 11, 2022)

Very fast funding. Not a hassle about unnecessary paperwork. And I appreciate these guys for not focusing solely
on credit scores. (NetCredit, Wesley, May 12, 2022)

Needed a loan quickly to pay for prescriptions and CashNetUSA saved the day quickly and easily. (CashNetUSA,
Daniel, May 14, 2022)

I thank God you all helped me and my wife because whether you know it or not we have been homeless since
January, so the money was very much needed. I like the pay back system so thank you and keep up the good
job. Very helpful. (MoneyKey, Robert, May 15, 2022)

You guys were awesome. This really helped me get back on track and pay a couple bills off that really needed to
be dealt with. Thank you again. (Minto Money, Max Y., May 16, 2022)

RISE Credit was able to help us stay afloat when we needed it the most. The approval came through quickly and
pay back options were awesome and manageable. Would recommend to a friend. (RISE Credit, Robert, May 17,
2022)
Customer reviews are compiled from TrustPilot.com and represent several Online Lenders Alliance member companies.

It was a gift from above. I was really in a pickle and had been denied by everyone. Each person I talked to was
very professional and funds were deposited quickly. Thanks, 5 stars from me. (NetCredit, Connie, May 18, 2022)

The application process was simple. I was given enough financial relief to breathe. (RISE Credit, Paul B., May 18,
2022)

They are pretty awesome to help people out with no questions. They are helping me to bring up credit scores,
and I really appreciate that. (Minto Money, Michelle J., May 18, 2022)

Got the loan just in time. Saved money in overdraft fees, etc. I can't thank you enough! (NetCredit, Robert M., May
19, 2022)

Easy peasy, lemon squeezy. It was one of the best applications to fill out and it took no time to get approved.
(RISE Credit, Howard B., May 20, 2022)

I was in a really tight spot. Skyrocketing credit card bills had left me with nothing in my account, and I was looking
at no gas for work until payday next week. I have paid off the vulture cards, bought gas, and got my head above
water, and I did not miss a day of work thanks to the quick funding of this loan. Thank you! (NetCredit, Sharon F.,
May 20, 2022)

Speedy Cash gave me a loan when no other companies would and they gave me a chance to prove my credit
worthiness. Thank you, Speedy Cash. (Speedy Cash, Kevin J., May 23, 2022)

This is my second time using them and they saved me again! I can really cry. Times are so hard right now and I
thought I wouldn't catch up. Credit Ninja doesn't know how much they really have helped me! Thank you. (Credit
Ninja, Kristen, May 23, 2022)

I was struggling financially when I saw an ad from NetCredit on Facebook. I don't have the best credit so I was
prepared to be turned down for even a small loan. But I was surprised when NetCredit APPROVED a loan AND the
funds were in my account the next day!! The payment arrangements were very comfortable. NetCredit let me
sleep much better! (NetCredit, Barbara J., May 23, 2022)

I have been using CashNetUSA for many years. I appreciate how fast I get the funds to send them to my son who
is in the Marines overseas. (CashNetUSA, Ronald M., May 24, 2022)

Elastic made the process so easy and quick and hassle free. I am very pleased with the line of credit plan and
payment options. I am so glad I chose Elastic and would refer Elastic to everyone. (Elastic, Scott S., May 26, 2022)

Avio Credit helped me when no one else would. Thank you. Very friendly and very easy to complete my process.
(Avio Credit, Patricia P., May 26, 2022)

Easy and quick process. Got funds immediately, especially since I needed it quickly. Thanks again for helping.
(Elastic, John, May 26, 2022)

If it wasn't for CashNetUSA, my kids would not have had anything to eat today. (CashNetUSA, Richard C., May 30,
2022)

